4 Inspirational Stories about Great Leadership Communication
Keynote 1: Lee Smith
In 1932 Dale Carnegie published a book called How to Win Friends and Influence People.
Today, it's sold 13 million copies. Most people read it and think: “That's interesting”, then shut the book and
forget all about it. But I heard a story about Warren Buffett, one of the world's most successful investors.
Apparently, he’s fascinated by it. So much that he decided to do a statistical analysis of what happened if he
followed Dale Carnegie’s rules - and what would happen if he didn't.
He tried giving some people attention and appreciation, and then others nothing. Sometimes he would be
deliberately crabby, just to see what happened. He tracked all his results. What he found was that the numbers
proved Carnegie's theory - the rules in the book worked!
I love this story because sooner or later as a manager you realise that many of the people you depend on for your
success don’t actually report to you. And that's when you realise just how important influence and persuasion is to
leadership.
Knowing how to inspire people - not just amongst your own team, but across a wider network of internal
stakeholder - will define you as a leader.
Here are four stories that I think reveal important points about leading staff to success:

1 – Leaders set the direction
Once upon a time, a group of soldiers became lost in the Alps. They were hungry and disoriented. They argued
about which way to go, but in the fading light every peak looked the same. The soldiers had no chance of surviving
the night in the freezing temperatures.
Suddenly, a miracle.
One of them found a map sewn into the lining of his kitbag. He plotted a route, and marched them briskly back to
base. Later, when they were warm and well fed, the soldier looked closer at his map. It actually was of the
Pyrenees - hundreds of miles away.
It’s like the old saying - when you’re lost, any old map will do.
Take-away: Leadership entails vision. Otherwise where are you leading people to? If you don’t know where you
want to go to - and if you can’t communicate that direction effectively - then you have no right to ask people to
join you on the journey.

2 – Great leaders let people get on with it
Bad leaders like to ‘shake the pan’.
You see this a lot on TV cooking shows. The producer tells the chef to keeping shuffling the risotto around the pan.
It’s more fun to watch, but apparently it’s not always the best way to cook.
To top chefs, learning when to leave food alone – when to resist the temptation to flip the steak - is as important
as learning when to manipulate it. It’s the same for leaders. Great leaders know when to stir things up and when
to let it simmer.
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3 – Leaders hire the right people
One thing a lot of people miss: being a great leader starts before your team even start work.
Publishing magnate Felix Dennis used to say: never seek a replica of yourself to delegate to, or to promote.
Apparently, it's a common error in leaders. You have strengths and you have weaknesses in your own character –
so it makes no sense to increase those strengths your organisation already possesses and not address the
weaknesses.
Ad man David Ogilvy was also a big proponent of only ever hiring people who were smarter than them.
He kept a set of Russian nesting dolls, and would place sets around his offices to illustrate a point: “If each of us
hires people who are smaller than we are, we shall become a company of dwarfs. But if each of us hires people
who are bigger than we are, we shall become a company of giants.”
I hear they’re still dotted around Ogilvy offices today.
Take-away: Consistently hiring people who are smarter than yourself could be the greatest legacy you leave.

4 – Leaders understand what really motivates staff
Restaurateur Danny Meyer says that he learned about managing employees from working on John Anderson’s
1980 presidential campaign.
“Learning to manage volunteers - to whom, absent a pay-check, ideas and ideals were the only currency - taught
me to view all employees essentially as volunteers” he writes in his book, Setting the Table.
“Today, even with compensation as a motivator, I know that anyone who works for my company chooses to do so
because of what we stand for.”
Take-away: As a leader it’s up to you to provide solid reasons for your employees to want to work for you – a
sense of meaning and purpose - over and beyond their pay-check.
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10 Ways to Build Great Leadership in Turbulent Times
Keynote 3: Irene Becker
I know as much about change, turbulence and failure as I do about success. I did not start my career aspiring to
run a steel company, nor did I plan to be a rather relentless breaker of barriers in business and in the community
at large. What I have studied, what I have learned, and what I have lived in my journey and through the journey of
my clients has given me a perspective that is resoundingly counter-intuitive because it is not focused on playing to
strengths, but on using strengths, changes, challenges, stressors (even failures) as a lever for our greatest potential
and results.
Science confirms that our ability to inspire, empower and actualize our potential has never been greater;
remember this, empower it, use it! Neuroscience confirms that we can rewrite default patterns of thinking,
communicating and doing; we can build new emotional set-points that take us forward faster and better while
also enhancing our ability to focus, ideate, learn and relearn.
Common sense tells us that we should be integrating this knowledge in the way we learn, teach, coach, mentor
and work; but habits of thinking, communicating and doing that made us successful in the past are often our
greatest barriers to the optimization of our potential in the present. Those who aspire to great leadership must
recognize that achieving it means changing the set point resetting the individual and organizational GPS to fast
forward in ways the inspire, empower and actualize the fire of human potential at a speed of change, challenges
and opportunities that will continue to accelerate faster than ever before. McKinsey & Company research suggests
that half of all efforts to transform organizational performance fail either because senior managers don’t act as
role models for change or because people in the organization defend the status quo.

Here are 10 ways to reset the GPS, refocus, re-purpose and reboot potential;
1. Build YOUR 3Q Edge™ by drawing upon your strengths and transforming changes, challenges, stressors and
failures into a lever for your greatest potential; start building three essential leadership strengths that GROW at
the speed of change and challenges.
Q1: IQ Enhanced ideation, focus, strategic thought, ability to learn-relearn.
Q2: EQ Self-awareness, awareness of others, self-management, relationship management, communication,
resiliency, risk tolerance.
Q3: SQ Purpose, values, integrity-the timeless anchors of true leadership, sustainability and the grit to forge
ahead when the going gets tough!
To quote Professor Charles O’Reilly, Stanford Graduate School of Business, “Staying competitive, then, means
changing what you’re doing.” Our ability to change what we are doing means developing the intellectual and
emotional dexterity Q1 and Q2 that drive innovation while further developing Q3!
2. Resolve to evolve and re-define winning. Purpose equals profit on a multiplicity of levels. Reset the internal
and organizational GPS by championing purpose, integrity, values (Q3-SQ) that are the only consistent anchors of
comfort and sustainability we have and will have. Make purpose = profit your mantra, and the mantra of your
organization. “By encouraging employees to both seek and provide help, rewarding givers, and screening out
takers, companies can reap significant and lasting benefits.” Adam Grant, Mckinsey & Company April 2013
3. Do not wait for great ideas to collide, empower them. Create active, thriving spaces for positive
change. Celebrate diversity. Develop new ways, better ways to build creative hubs; ways for people to come
together, ways that drive vertical and horizontal communication and collaboration. Create virtual and actual
spaces where new ideas to be discussed and shared.
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4. Take one step every day that will invigorate the motivation of others. Perform a random act of kindness each
day by reaching out to someone outside your team, outside your usual network and championing their work and
potential. Perform a random act of kindness by helping someone who but in their best effort and failed to fail
forward by helping them find the solution amid the problem.
5. Build NEW touch points. Get out of your box. Building a strong executive team is critical, but so is visiting the
front line. Find front line champions with whom you can build relationships. Model and develop resiliency,
empathy, risk tolerance and grit. Inspire your people to recognize and harvest their ability to fail forward by
seeing changes, challenges, even failures in new ways that guide and empower them forward. Make your town hall
meetings exciting, empowering. Unpack the knowledge by using stories of your people, examples of great thought,
great commitment, great purpose and results that come from all levels in your organization. Find active ways to
not only share information, motivate and to end every town hall meeting with a challenge that you can throw out
there for the most purposeful to catch and throw back. Determine how you will use your next town hall meeting
to cast a challenge that will drive innovative ideas and solutions.
6. Build enlightened self-interest. Develop new ways to champion working better together because success
means creating value for those you lead, work for and serve. When people begin to understand that creating value
for clients, stakeholders, direct reports, colleagues and the communities you serve is the way forward, doing so
becomes top of mind and drives results. People are deeply motivated by their ability to contribute to a greater
whole, a greater purpose. This motivation often starts with first seeing how it benefits them.
7. Embrace change as a lever for your potential and the potential of your people by focusing on the human side.
Build blank time, happiness time, relaxation time, empowerment time into your schedule and the schedules of
your people because it will help them flourish. Create small important spaces of time that are critical to ideation,
innovation, collaboration and wellness.
8. Learn to connect the dots by building a better relationship with yourself and with others. Leadership begins
with self-awareness, self-appreciation and a relentless desire to grow, evolve and contribute. It is about
embracing your strengths and using your challenges to take simple, purposeful, powerful steps that will help you
evolve forward in ways that impact your life, your work, the people you serve and your sense of personal
fulfilment and meaning.
9. Find new ways to unpack knowledge, transform complexity into simple, purposeful powerful steps that are
understood and integrated outside our peer group, outside the personal or organizational silos is which we dwell
because success is not achieved or sustained alone. Develop actual and virtual communities of purpose that are
learning, doing hubs where people exchange ideas, empower growth and learning in new ways that help them
motivate and inspire each other.
10. Develop a leadership code of ethics that you can model and integrate in your organization. Champion these 7
leadership commitments that drive great leadership. Make them visible, make them real, and make them grow!
1. The commitment to lead at the speed of change, in the face of challenges and failures; the commitment to
build your 3Q Edge™
2. The commitment to the empowerment of self and others
3. The commitment to purpose and vision
4. The commitment to communicating the vision and purpose
5. The commitment to courage
6. The commitment to integrity
7. The commitment to action-ability
Great leadership is about success, and success is not about taking, it is about serving. Those who lead will be those
who serve by developing their ability to empower, inspire and actualize their potential and the potential of others
by kindling the fire of courage, integrity and humanity that keeps them on track and fuels the determination and
resiliency many lack because it is easier to manage than to lead. Great leadership is a 3Q equation supported by
courage. Courage grows each time we align IQ (intellect), EQ (humanity), and SQ (integrity). Carpe diem!
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Leading People We Find Challenging
Keynote 5: Chris Atkinson
Marketing E-Mail Received:

Dear Chris
I have some important news for Managing Directors, Business Owners and Chief Executives. A new report
has been written called “How to get every employee in your company to think like YOU”.

I received this marketing flyer some time back and it might sound tempting as you experience the challenges of
dealing with others who essentially DON’T think like you! It is, in fact, a fast growing trend in industry. The rapid
popularisation of NLP over the last decade has been accompanied by various claims that on the surface could be
desirable. A short internet search revealed articles and videos titled “How to make people do whatever you want,
NLP mind control Convince People, Easily and quickly persuade anyone to do anything” and “10 Ways to Protect
Yourself From NLP Mind Control”.
Importantly it makes sense in these times of enormous pressure that you would think that life could be so much
more efficient and productive if we could get others to think like us. Imagine the time and emotional energy saved
if we didn't have all these frictions or pointless arguments with others. This line of thinking however is
fundamentally flawed and bad for our businesses, it is a seductive lie that promises the impossible….that we can
change or control people, moreover that we can change or control people to be more like us!
Let me establish two facts at the outset:
1. You CANNOT change or control people
2. You DO NOT want people to think like you
Let’s take these two points one at a time. Firstly through manipulation techniques any control you manage to
achieve will be short term and, if ‘felt’ by the receiver, will create resentment and irritation. Common sense should
tell you from personal experience that when you have felt manipulated by someone the impact was not a good one
and often we become even more challenging or stubborn! Additionally it is true that life events can change people
and with significant determination people can even also change themselves but you, unfortunately, do not have
the power to change people. Many people spend years failing to learn this simple truth while trying to change
someone.
Secondly the world you envisage where people think like you does not work the way you imagine it. You feel like
everything will be smoother and more co-operative, possible that is true but there is a heavy price to pay! There
are now huge bodies of research demonstrating that diversity of thought is essential for high performing teams
and organisations.
Financial Times: “The evidence is growing – there really is a business case for diversity” By Tim Smedley.
McKinsey: “Is there a payoff from top-team diversity?” This research found that companies ranking in the top
quartile of executive-board diversity had ROEs that were 53 percent higher and EBIT margins that were 14
percent higher, on average, than they were for those in the bottom quartile.
Deloitte: “Waiter, is that inclusion in my soup? A new recipe to improve business performance.” A report that
summarizes research conducted in three large Australian businesses about how diversity and inclusion have the
capacity to lift business performance, drive innovation, customer service, collaboration and engagement.
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Harvard Business School: “How to Get the Best Solutions from Your Team.” Smart organizations place a
premium on group consultation. Studies done by psychologist Patrick Laughlin at the University of Illinois show
that the approaches and outcomes of a cooperating group are not just better than those of the average group
member, but are better than even the group’s best problem solver functioning alone, the lone problem solver can’t
match the diversity of knowledge and perspectives of a multi-person unit that includes him.
The point here is that
i) we actually can’t do much to change people
ii) critically we actually shouldn't want to!!
Any leader who wants to achieve high performance with their team needs to recognise these facts and then
recognise that dealing with challenging people is a central part of leadership itself. Learning “How to Lead People
We Find Challenging” is one of the most important skills of a leader because without this competency our
behaviour is at risk of undermining our entire leadership profile through inappropriate behaviours, bad attitude
and often sarcastic communication. The truth is that no matter how hard we try to cover up our feelings we openly
and visible transmit our attitude towards this individual so that not only does the person themselves know it but
also the wider team will be aware also. You are not as skilled as you think you are in hiding those frustrations you
feel.
The good news here is that the skills and competency to lead a challenging person can be learnt. There are
techniques to refocus your attitude about this person but moving your attention away from what annoys you
towards the talents and strengths they bring to the workplace. This is beneficial for both parties and allows you to
quickly get more productivity and therefore positivity from the other person. The other point to recognise is that
your ability to influence someone does not come from clever psychological skills or technique but rather from the
depth of relationship we have with the other person. Most likely the person you find challenging is the person in
your team you have the shallowest relationship with, the person you know least about personally, emotionally and
spend the least time informally with. If you want to change the situation you have to prioritise spending
significant time with that person in relationship building mode, digging deep into their attitudes, experiences,
beliefs and character – and importantly to listen to these things openly with total acceptance.

Social Media
Do connect with Elysian and the speakers on Social Media:
Elysian can be found on twitter here: @elysiantraining
The Bristol Lord Mayor will open the day – he can be reached on twitter here @brislordmayor
Other speakers can be reached here:
Irene Becker @justcoachit
Lee Smith @gatehousegroup
Huw Lewis @HuwLewisMBE
Paul Tuck @mytalentbook
The event hashtags are #LC14 and #leadersconnect
Feel free to send Kate Tuck your Twitter names to be included in the event list (katetuck@elysiantraining.com)
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Event Pinterest board
The aim of the board is to be a great resource for delegates both pre and post event.
URL: http://www.pinterest.com/elysiantraining/leadersconnect/
Facebook page
The Elysian company page is: https://www.facebook.com/elysiantraining/
The event page is: https://www.facebook.com/elysiantraining/events Please like the page and post content and
get involved with any discussions on the day.
LinkedIn
The Elysian company page is: http://www.linkedin.com/company/elysian-training-ltd Feel free to share the event
content.

The event location:
http://www.ssgreatbritain.org/your-visit/how-find-us
Please note that car parking is free (in the car park next to the ship) for speakers and delegates on the day. Show
the attendant on the car park entrance your ticket.
Frequently Asked Questions
Most of the answers to questions you might have can be found here.
http://elysiantraining.com/event/FAQs.html

Finally – bring your camera/ phone, there will be the opportunity to take a ship selfie
NOTE: Maybe not quite like this one!
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